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Lloyd-Jones
To Speak On
Greek Poets
Professor Hugh Lloyd- Jones,
Regius Professor of Greek at Oxford University and presently
visiting professor of Greek at Yale,
will deliver the annual Charles E.
Moore Lecture on "Greek Poets
in Recent Papyri" on Thursday,
at 8:15 p.m. in Wean Lounge.
Since 1960 Professor Lloyd Jones has been Regius Professor
of Greek in the University of Oxford and Student of Christ Church.
He was a fellow and an E.P. Warren Praelector in Classics, Corpus Christ! College, Oxford from
1954 to 1960.
From 1948 to 1954 he was a Fellow at Jesus College, Cambridge.
He holds an M.A. degree from
Oxford with a major in Classical
Moderations.
Professor Lloyd-Jones is a frequent contributor to periodicals
and is the author of several books
including MENANDRI DYSCOLUS,
GREEK STUDIES IN MODERN
OXFORD and a translation of Paul
Maas', GREEK METRE.
The Moore Greek Lecture, presented annually on classical
studies, is a bequest of Dr. Charles
E. Moore '76, to encourage the
study of Greek.
Last year's lecture was delivered
by Professor Charles Whitman.,
on the "Comic Hero in Aristo phanes." Whitman, during the lecture, labeled the heroes of Aristophanes as "unbelievable."

Booters Get Top N,E, Bid,
Dartmouth 1st Opponent

BOMBS AWAY—Ousman Sallah became the man of the hour
for Trinity soccer as his four goals won two games for the
Bantams. (Leichtling photo)

What Your Money Wili Do

by 'Waff' Merrill
Trinity's varsity soccer team
received yesterday the number one
New England bid to the N.C.A.A.
championships, indicating that the
Bantams are also in strong contention for the Sampson Cup, symbolic of New England soccer supremacy.
Trinity will play the number three
selection, Dartmouth, next Monday
or Tuesday, hopefully at Trinity.
Athletic director Ray Oosting received the bid yesterday morning
from Alden H. Burnham, the chairman of the New England N.C.A.A.
selection committee, who is also
the soccer coach at Dartmouth.
The site of the contest is being
determined this morning by the
chairman of the N.C.A.A. committee. If the game will be played
here, there will be a nominal
charge for admission.
Ousman Sallah, the casually spectacular senior forward from Gambia, West Africa, booted four goals
in the final week of play, as the
soccer team downed powerful
Coast Guard (4-2) and arch rival

by David Downes
Within two months Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Cheyney, who live at 10-12
Irving Street with their infant son,
will open a boarding house in their
home. All their boarders will be
selected very carefully; all will be

joint meetings was scheduled for
ratification by the student Senate.
• It was expected to pass.
The idea for the joint meetings
•was first expressed in a TRIPOD
editorial last week. The editorial
expressed the need for the discussion by both sides on the questions of enforcing the liquor ban
and of the college's policy towards
automobiles and dormitory hours.
In a' series of discussions between Potterveld and the TRIPOD,
plans were formulated last week
for a joint administration-student
meeting next Sunday dealing primarily with the alcohol ban.
Potterveld talked to members of
the administration early yesterday
and presented the plans for this
initial meeting.
He was told late yesterday afternoon that the administrators
felt they did not have enough time,
to prepare for this meeting and
also that they desired to have
more than one meeting.
The plans for this first meeting
were then postponed until after
Thanksgiving.
Representatives of the student
body for these meetings, Potterveld suggested, would include himself, three other members of the
student Senate, an IFC spokesman,
and a member of the TRIPOD.
He noted that these choices were
not final.
Potterveld hoped that the participating members of the administration (would include Dr. Jacobs, Director of Student Affairs
F. Gardiner' F. Bridge, Dean of
the College Robert M. Vogel, and
Dean of Students Roy Heath.

paroled convicts from Connecticut
prisons.
Watkinson House, as this project
Is called, is dedicated to the rehabilitation of released prisoners
in an attempt to help them reenter society. It Is one of the
charities of the College's Campus
Chest drive.
Sponsored by the Connecticut
Half-Way House, Inc., Mr. Cheyney's project will be the first of its
kind in the New England area. The
"half-way house" idea has been
applied to mental patients throughout the country and, in a limited
way, to released prisoners.
The idea provides for a transition
period of five to nine weeks when
parolees are most apt to break
their parole and be returned behind
bars.
In fact, six out of ten released
prisoners are returned to prison
and most of these within the first
ninety days after their release.

Wesleyan (2-0) to earn the Bantams a bid to the N.C.A.A. championships.
Trinity, deadlocked 2-2 with
Coast Guard at the end of four
quarters, pulled out a 4-2 victory
as Sallah blasted two goals within
twenty-seven seconds In the first
overtime period, at New London,
Tuesday, November 10.
The Cadets jumped into a quick
1-0 lead after only thirty-six
seconds of play as Marty Hoppe
headed a corner kick by " Frosty"
Knight over the outstretched hands
of goalie Bill Schweitzer.
The Bantams evened the score
immediately, as left wing Tom
Seddon crossed the ball to Inside
right Spiros Polemls, who shot
the ball into the upper left corner
of the cage.
Captain Dan Swander put Trinity
ahead, 2-1, after four minutes of
the second period, as he scored on
a twenty-five yard blast after the
ball had bounced out of the melee
'n front of the goal.

A typical parolee often has great
difficulty not only in returning to
society but also in re-establishing
his family ties. Mr. Cheyney, who
is executive director of the project,
pointed out that most men need help
in overcoming the rejection, antagonism, and fear of re-adjusting,
and In coping with his own personal
problems and limitations.
He emphasized that in many ways
prisoners and mental patients have
the same problems in returning
from an institutional life. Both have
been warped to some degree by a
lack of freedom; both are feared
and mistrusted when they return to
society; both have a great deal of
trouble in making use of society's
resources.
Boarders at WatkinsonHousewill
live in a family atmosphere for the
first few crucial weeks after their
release In an attempt to overcome

A few minutes later, an apparent
Cadet tally was nullified by aholdIng penalty. Neither team was able
to score for the next forty-seven
minutes, as strong defense and
missed offensive opportunities
characterized the action.
The Bears tied the score at 2-2
at 7:00 of the fourth period when
Henry Hoppe took advantage of a
fumble by the Trin goalie, who
dropped the ball as he pivoted to
throw.
In the first overtime, a penalty
kick by Swander was blocked by a
Cadet back, but the ball bounced
back eighteen yards to the waiting
Sallah, who slammed it into the
left side of the goal at 2;45 of the
five-minute period.
Less than half a minute later,
Mark Josephson passed the ball
to Sallah on the right, and "the
Ousman" raced past a Cadet defender and rolled the ball across
the goal mouth and into the lower
left corner of the cage.
Neither team tallied in the second
Overtime, and the Bantams - who

(Continued on Page 11)

(Continued on- Page 12)

Half-Way Houses Bridge to Society

Administrators Agree To Series
Of Meetings With Student Body
It looks as though the administration and the student body will
soon begin to talk with one another.
Senate President Riess W. Potterveld '65, informed the Tripod
yesterday that President Albert
C. Jacobs and other administrators were In agreement that they
should have monthly open meetings with representatives of the
student body to cover a range of
issues on the" Trinity campus.
The first of the meetings, Potterveld said, will be after Thanksgiving.
It will center the problems of enforcing the recent restrictions on
the consumption of alcohol and will
allow the administration to explain
more fully why they passed the ban.
The administration would like to
broaden the scope of the meetings,
he added. They want to hear student opinion on a diverse range
of topics, including that of the
new curriculum; the long range
effects of the liquor ban; and
the sentiment towards the religious requirement, he continued.
Initially Potterveld wanted the
administration and representatives of the student body to sit
down at only one meeting to discuss the effects, of the recent
ban.
He indicated that, If necessary,
more meetings would have been
scheduled, but felt that one was
sufficient for the present time.
He expressed some surprise that
the administration wanted to enlarge upon the concept of the
administration-student meetings.
Last evening the idea for the
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THE WINNER—J. J. Smith '67, painted this mural on the South Campus Dormitory fence to
win first prize. John R. Donahue '65, and Jeffrey K. Abrams '65, won second and third
prizes respectively.
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Freshmen Poll Discloses Apathy,
Indifference Shelved Honor Code
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The proposed honor code for the freshmen in this 'indifferent' class
freshmen class has been tabled were in favor of the honor code
by the Freshmen Executive Coun- but really didn't know why," one
cil until the second semester be- member of the FEC commented.
He added that by the second
cause of too much apathy and indifference on the part of the freshmen, said an FEC representative
last week.
About a month ago, the proposal
of an honor code for the freshmen class was brought before
the FEC, who decided that the
best way to decide this issue
An autographing party for Stephen
was to take sampling of freshMinot, author of CHILL OF DUSK
men opinion.
Each freshman, -visited by his and assistant professor of English,
FEC representative and questioned was held at the Doubleday Book
answered the following questions: Shop at Bishop's Corner, West
Do you think that the College Hartford on November 12.
Mr. Minot was at the bookstore
should have an honor code? What
kind of a code, what should it to autograph copies of his novel
and to answer questions about
include? Why?
Some were in favor of the honor the book.
A major portion of the novel,
code and felt that it should be one
that
encompassed all student which deals with a small colony
activities, while others, opposed of survivors after World War III,
the code because it wouldn't work. was written in an icebox. Mr.
CAMPUS NOTES
They said it was a childish ap- Minot rented a five by eight foot
proach to the question of honor. icebox in the back of what was
day from 2:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Others said the freshmen were once a grocery store to write
Italian Club
The library will be closed on as much on their honor already the novel.
At the Thursday meeting of the Thursday and will resume reg- as should be required of them.
On the walls of the "room" he
Italian Club, It was learned through ular hours on Monday. The WatThere was overwhelming op - hung pictures which represented
an interview with Mohamed All kinson Library will be closed
position to a "squealer clause." the major characters of his work.
that his father, former Prime Thursday to Sunday.
The vast majority, however, "It was a perfect writing environMinister and possible future presididn't care too much about the ment," Mr. Minot said. "When
dent of Somaliland, will probably Poet to Read
honor code the poll revealed. "Most I was in that room I lost all convisit the United States next month
Anthony Hecht will read his poand would then also visit the Col- etry in Wean Lounge tonight at
lege,
8 ;00 as a guest of the College Placement
Tuesday, November 17 Stanford ment Test will be given Saturday
Poetry Center.
University School of Educa- at 9:00 a.m. in Boardman Hall
Library Hours
306.
Math Colloquium
tion-Conference Room
During the Thanksgiving recess
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24
Professor Whittlesey will conthe College library will be open
Volunteers Needed
Wednesday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 tinue his discussion of "OrnaBoston University Law SchoolThe campus has been asked for
p.m., Friday and Saturday from mental Groups" Monday at 2:10 Alumni Lounge
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and Sun- p.m. in McCook 303.
Harvard M.A.T. Program-Senate volunteers who will canvass the
West Hartford area Friday night
Room
See Placement Secretary for ap- for contributions to the Kennedy
Phone 247-4980
Phone 247-4980
Memorial Library Drive in the
pointments.
Hartford area.
RICO'S PIZZA
Peace Corps
All interested students should
Famous For Our Pizzas and Grinders
A special on-campus adminis- contact Potterveld or their fratertration of the Peace Corps Place- nity or class senators.
We Deliver

'Icebox 'Author Autographs
First Novel 'Chill of Death'

HAMBURGERS, HOT DOGS, SODAS
Open Mon. thru Thurs. 9 A . M . to 10 P.M.
Fri. and Sat. 9 A . M . to 11 P.M.
Sunday 3 P.M. t o 9 P.M.
168 HILLSIDE AVE.
HARTFORD, CONN.
Ten Years at This Location

HOURS:

Downtown
Hartford

STRAND

semester the freshmen would become more accustomed to life
here, particularly exams, andthen
would be able to offer a concrete
consensus on the subject.

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
• Special This Week

Free Parking
Eves. & Sun.

• One Day Service

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18 — ONE DAY ONLY
On The Giant Screen in Blazing Color

Suit Jackets
or
Sport Jackets
39c

* Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services

MAURICE EVANS - JUDITH ANDERSON
• Expert Tailoring

Presented at 2:00 - 3:50 - 5:45 - 7:35 • 9:25
WILLIAM
SHAKESPEARE'S

Basement Cook A

'MACBETH'

tact with the outside world to an
extraordinary degree."
In addition to CHILL OF DUSK,
Mr. Minot has written several
short stories and is currently
working on a second novel.

Bowdoin Decrees:
Naughty Boys Go
To "Dry1 Trinity
"All men caught with the
possession of liquor on campus
will' be sent to Trinity College
for one semester."
The above was one of a set of
twelve regulations for social conduct which The Bowdoin Orient
published in proclaiming "Affection Week", or "Love Thy Heavensent and Inspired Faculty Week,
for November 8-14.
Other rules, "handed down by the
faculty, but mostly by tradition,"
included:
"No women are allowed in the
dormitories, except on special
occasions, such as blue moons."
"Students are urged, but not required, to keep elephants out of
their rooms."
Also as a part of their Affection
Week proclamation the student
newspaper listed the most popular
courses "offered" at Bowdoin College. One of the more interesting
was Wine Testing. This course
was listed as "a pre-requisite
for advanced courses in all fields."
Another subject was "Geology:
Rocks for Jocks," with a prerequisite requirement of "two varsity letters, freshman numerals,
and guts."
A most appealing course listed
was Religious Thought Throughout the Ages, taught by "God and
the rest of the department."

For the

Haircuts
go over
the rocks to

SPECIAL STUDNNT unrt FACULTY DISCOUNT

THE ALL NEW

Taking another
ho-Bium vacation
because you think
traveling is expensive?

WASHINGTON DINER, Inc.
Newest and Finest in New England

Serving Trinity Students For 20 Years

Cutjt out.
COLLEGE RELATIONS DIRECTOR
Sheraton-Park Hotel
Washington, D.C. 20008
Dear Sheraton: Please rush me an application for a
free Sheraton Student ID Card. I understand it will get
me discounts on room rates at Sheraton Hotels &
Motor Inns. Good Deal!
Name__
Address,

95 Sheraton Hotels & Motor Suns

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.

ORANGE JUICE
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coffee

ORANGE JUICE
2 Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toasf, Coffee

99c

65c

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI 1.40
HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKEN
1.55
SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS
.95
ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY
1.55
OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF or HAM SANDWICH 1.25
BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE
1.55

FOR 75c MORE—SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP. DESSERT,

Shop
Mr, Clark
Denslow
Invites You
To See A
Tremendous
Selection Of

Musical Instruments
and Accessories
You A'rfme It—We Have II!

MKLOIIY
Ml'SIl! fOMP.lXY

CHEFS SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE

147 ASYLUM ST,

175 WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR PARK

HARTFORD To!, 247-4588
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American Dreams and Games
—-The Image Playhouse——

Trinity Chapel the Setting
ForAlbee's 'TheZoo Story'
A traveling drama group from
Union Theological Seminary will
present Edward Albee'S THE ZOO
STORY in the Chapel at 7:00 p.m.,
tonight. The performance will be
free of charge and following the
performance there will be a discussion of the play with the actors.
This avant garde play, which
has been a tremendous success
in both America and Europe, deals
with the meeting of two emotionally
incomplete people and their inability to communicate and the resultant conflict which assumes the
dimension of a life and death
struggle.
Playing Jerry is Thomas Stribling, a graduate of Central Methodist College, who is preparing
for parish ministry in the Methodist Church. He has participated
in numerous productions at Union
Seminary. Peter will be played by
George Hiltner who is a graduate
of Lebanon Valley College.
ZOO STORY has been directed
by Joseph Krakora who is a
graduate of Denison University in
Theatrical Arts and has worked
as a director, actor and administrator before going to Union.
From 1961 to 1963 he was a re-

sident director of the Pit and
Balcony, inc. of Saginav/, Mich.,
a community theatre group.
THE ZOO STORY is being sponsored by the Christian Association.

by David Eebmann
The Quiet Collage of an Image
Playhouse presents plays that are
both meaningful and playful. "Let's
Play Games" and "The American
Dream" are not exceptions to this
rule.

The Jesters to Perform
In Bill of Absurd Comedies
by George Nichols HI
November 20 and 21, the Trinity
College Jesters will open their
1964-65 season in the Washington
Room of Mather Hall at 8:15 p.m.
with a bill of two comedies:
PICNIC ON THE BATTLEFIELD
by the Spanish writer Arrabal
and THE DUMB WAITER by the
distinguished British playwright
Harold Pinter.
Arrabal is less well known in
the United States than Pinter, but
he has been accorded wide recognition in Euz'ope as both novelist and playwright. His mordant
comedy--as the title suggests—
assails the romance and glory too
frequently associated with war. By
creating a Sunday family outing
amid the desolation of the battlefield, Arrabal hilariously reveals

the absurdity of those people who
refuse to recognize the awful
seriousness of war.
THE CARETAKER served to introduce Harold Pinter's provocative talent to the United States.
More recently THE SERVANT has
stirred up excited and divided
reaction among filmgoers. Whether or not one likes Pinter's work,
it is quite impossible to Ignore it.
It insinuates itself into the
imagination and will not be shaken
out. Moreover, Pinter creates
theatre at its best: his drama
is both entertaining and thoughtful.
THE DUMB WAITER is a wry
comedy about two professional
killers waiting for their orders.
Just who their boss is and what
organization they work for is never
quite clear. But through the deceptively comic dialogue and
apparently aimless actions of the
two men, one gradually becomes
aware of mysterious exterior
forces at work—forces that are
unknown but are ruthless when
sented by the Appalachian carol too many questions are asked of
"Go Tell It On The Mountain," them.
The cast for PICNIC ON THE
Dartmouth's "Winter Song" and,
in observance of the first anni- BATTLEFIELD includes Alan
versary of John F. Kennedy's Kramer, Peter Alsop, William
tragic
death, Robert Frost's Eakins, Michael Williams, and
"Stopping By Woods on a Snowy John Thibodeau.
The distaff side of the play will
Evening." This last piece was set
to music by Randall Thompson be Milli Silvestri, who is a memin 1958 and is singularly appro- ber of the staff at the College and
a member of the repertory compriate In its present context.
pany of The Image Playhouse in
Hartford.
The cast for the DUMB WAITER
includes Richard A. Smith Jr.
and Elric Endersby.
This will be the last bill presented by the Jesters before moving into the Austin Art Center.

Xmas and Winter Songs to
Highlight Glee Club Concert
On November 22, the Glee Club,
under the direction of Clarence
Barber, will present a concert at
the Lenox School in Lenox, Massachusetts. This will be the group's
second concert; the first was on
Parent's Day.
After opening with Grieg's
Popular "Brothers, Sing On!", the
club will present the Renaissance
piece, "Adoramus Te" and a lyric
piece by Johannes Brahms.
For this concert the club will
present a large selection of Christmas and winter songs representing many of the countries and
cultures which have been woven
into the American Christmas
tapestry: England will be represented by "The Boar's Head
Carol," "God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen," and Trinity College's
(Cambridge) famous song: "There
Is No Rose;" Ireland by "Ivy and
Holly;" Germany by Heinrich
Schutz' "Chorus of High Priests
and Scribes" from his oratorio,
The Christmas Story.
The United States will be repre-

What's On
This Weekend

& Criticism
The concert will also feature
the debut of the Octet the Bishop's Men and the Club's folk
group. The show concludes with
selections from Gilbert and Sullivan's "Patience," musicals, "South
Pacific" and "The Fantasticks,"
and a medley of college songs.

Qtods

HARTFORD

Theatre
DEATH OF A SALESMAN, Arthur
Miller's Masterpiece, performed by
the Hartford Stage Company. November 20 - December 13.
WALLOW'S HUMOBi by Jack Richardson, at the Image Playhouse,
November 20, 21 and 22.

Music

HARTFORD SYMPHONY CONCERT,
Arthur Winograd, conducting; with
Lois Marshall, guest soprano, at
the Bushnell, November 18.
MMS PINAFORE, the Gilbert ana
Sullivan Operetta, at the Bushnell.
November 24.

Art

JAPANESE SCBEENS, from the Mornoyama and Yedo periods (15731638 and 1615-1867), In Avery
Court, the Atheneum. Through November 29.

NEW YORK CITY

Theatre
OTHELLO, with James Earl Jones,
Julienne Marie, Mitchell Ryan, Betty Hem-itze; at the Martinique
Theatre, 7th Ave. and 32nd St.
CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, an English
Comedy Revue at the Square East
Cabaret.
DOCTOR FAUSTUS of Christopher
Marlowe, at the Phoenix Theatre.
Through November 29.

WALK-INN
RESTAURANT
Hot M«al$ — Pizxai
Grinders — Sundaas
1778 BROAD ST.
(Near New Britain Ava.)

527-5906

The two remaining characters
The cast of "Let's Play Games"
by G. L. Willimas, consists of were Daddy (Hal Dorsey) and The
three people: the Tramp (Robert American Dream (Vin Callahan).
Walnum), Liz (Audrey Yellen) and From the moment he came on
stage Dorsey was a perfect
Janice (Renee Sapere).
The Tramp is looking for a clean Daddy -- pigeon-toed, half-slouchplace to die. A little girl - Janice - ing, sitting in his chair with a
half-imbecile
comes along who thinks he is half-determined,
playing games. Her friend-Liz- expression on his face. A paragon
comes by and becomes interest- of inaction and spinelessness,
ed but would rather ride a bread Daddy as portrayed by Dorsey
truck. The Tramp tells the girls was the perfect opposite of Millie
that he is really dying, and he Silvestri's Mommy. The American
has even tried suicide before. Dream is all smiles and body.
After much significant dialogue Except for the rather awkward
the Tramp really does die.
and stilted diction that Albee has
The role of the tramp was the given him, he is an easy character
hardest but most important role. to portray. Callahan smiled and
He is a man looking for a place flexed but fell victim to Albee's
to die. He is a sage who has implicit dislike for this characattempted death and knows what ter.
heaven is like. He is a seer who
"Let's Play Games" and "The
recounts the agonies of life. His American Dream" go well toone consistent cry could be that gether. Both are similar in their
of the woman in his neighbor- playfulness and absurdity. In both,
hood who continually sings O Sole life and people are portrayed but
Mio -- Oh, my soul.
out of proportion to what one
"The American Dream" by Ed- normally expects. Much like the
ward Albee contains the same cubist school of art which takes
kind of teasing- that is present the individual parts of an object
in "Let's Play Games." One and rearranges them in weird
assumes from its title that it is patterns, the absurd school of
a satire of modern America. But theater takes the parts of an obafter one has seen the play one ject and re-emphasizes them in
wonders what 99% of the material grotesque and uncommon ways.
had to do with a satire of America. Normal conventions of order and
Millie Silvestri played Mommy. degree are thrown to the winds and
It was a tremendous presentation the audience can no longer expect
of a wonderfully nutty and absurd to see anything like it has ever
Mommy. Grandma was master- seen before.
fully caricatured by Olive Corbin.
Trinity's bowling alleys will
She was a very lovable and witty
not open this week as had been
cartoon Grandma. Pat Powers
expected. According to Mr.
played
Mrs.
Barker. Mrs.
Leonard Tomat, the alleys
Barker's
role is potentially
may not open until after
humorous, too. Mrs. Powers didn't
Thanksgiving because of a dewaste a bit of its potential. Mrs.
lay in the Installation of
Barker became the anti-archesprinkler heads.
typal, contradictory,
confused
social worker.

THE CAMPUS
LAST
Cripps is proud
to present the
genuine wine horween cordovan vamp and quarter,
Black Cordovan saddle by
WALK-OVER $30. Visit
Cripps for your complete
wardrobe in finely tailored
clothing and accessories.

START A

GAREER IN BANKING

WORLD RENOWNED SN01S
SIMCt 1174

BANK EXAMINER AIDES
SALARY $ 5 f 8 Q 0
pjk:

• LIBERAL FRINGE BENEFITS WHILE YOU TRAIN
PROMOTION OPPORTUNITIES TO OVER $20,000

*• NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED <
Just file your application by Jan. 4, 1965
to start your career July 1, 1965
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION FILL IN COUPON BELOW AND
MAIL TO

HEW YORK STATE BANKING DEPARTMENT
PERSONNEL OFFICE, 100
CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y., 10007
PLEASE PRINT :
Name.
Address-

Opera
MI.01A » I LAM.1IERM00K, by Donizetti, with Sutherland, Labo, Merrill and Glalottl: at the Metropolitan Opera House. November 20,
at 8 p.m.
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Or contact Banking Depl offices in Albany, Buffalo, Rochester or Syracuse.

Cripps Men's Shop
102 Asylum Street • Charge Accounts Invited
Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 to 5:30
9
Thurs. 'til 9

>$::::::ttS:::W:::::::%^
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U.S. Part In First War Cited «
by Tim Brosnahan

NOV. 13—---Former head of the
history department, D. G. Brintdn Thompson spoke this afternoon in the Wean lounge on the
subject "World War I: "America
Also Fought." In this continuing
series marking the four years
of the first world war, Thompson
described what he called it, the
too often unrecognized part of
American forces in the Great War.

HOTEL STATUS!
SAHS1H SHOP

Mr. Blah
6 Barbers, 2 Manicurists. 1 Pprter

The Modern Barber Shop
For Modern Men

R*tor Catting Men's Hair Styling
Sealp ft Hair Treatment
Facial Massages

Also by Appointment
CORNER of FORD & PEARL

247-8386
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The speaker stated that, contrary thrown into the fight, he said.
Thompson also stated that it is
to popular opinion, the most important American contribution to as important to know how the war
the allied victory was not in was fought as why, and he went
material, for the French con- on to describe how the American
tinued to support the armies with Second Division bolstered defeatguns and ammunition, but simply ed French and British divisions
in manpower which replaced and and was primarily responsible for
supplemented descimated French stopping advancing German armies
at the first battle of the Marne in
and British divisions.
the early summer of 1917.
The war in 1914, Thomspon said,
was greeted enthusiastically by a
After the second battle of the
continent which had been free of
Marne in late July, according to
major war for almost a century.
Thompson General Pershing orNo one, he continued, forsaw the ganized an American Army which,
length or ultimate shattering of
in the battle of the Argon Forest
Europe which would result.
from
Sept. 26, 1918 to the
At sea American aid was monu- Armistice in November, proved
mental in defeating the submarine. a paramount factor in the allied
Thompson cited the fact that at victory.
the height of the convoy system,
Thompson continued to empha82 per cent of the convoying ships size therefore, that although the
were American as were 42 per American part in the war has been
cent of the transports.
played down by historians, it was,
But more important, he stated, in fact, crucial. French generals,
was the large number of men he continued, had, nothing but
which America landed in France. praise for American forces parWithin a few months a two million ticularly after the first battle of
man; United States expeditionary the Marne, considered by many the
force, landed and was rapidly turning point of the war.

Brown fs Sigma Nu Chapter
Disaffiliates On Bias Clause
Following an eight-year fight to
eliminate bias clauses in the national fraternity, the Brown Chapter of Sigma Nu Fraternity has
voted unanimously to disaffiliate
itself from the national fraternity.
On December 6, 1961, the student government passed a resolution demanding the abolition of
all written clauses of racial of
religious discrimination in fraternity charters. The Brown chapter
of Sigma Nu Fraternity attempted,
and failed, at the National Convention of Sigma Nu in the summer
of 1962 and at the 1964 National
Convention in. New Orleans, to
remove the discriminatory clauses.
Commenting on the decision to
disaffiliate from the national fraternity, Thomas F. McWilliams,
president of the Brown Chapter,
stated that "our hope was that
we might preserve both the sanction of the University and our
affiliation with Sigma Nu by working to eliminate the discriminatory
clauses, and hereby, reconcile the
views of all concerned."
"It is apparent now that these
efforts have no chance of sue-

King Curtis, Chiffons
Energize Soph Dance
The College's first "dry" Soph
Hop of recent years couples swung
and bobbed until 1:15 a.m. to the
music of Bobby Kaye and his
orchestra, King Curtis, and the
Chiffons in the Washington Room.
Bobby Kaye opened the evening's
entertainment
at 9:00, playing
dance music of the Lester Lanin
variety.
Couples gathered at 10:00 to hear
King Curtis and his band play
his popular recording "Soul Twist"
and other favorites.
The evening was climaxed by
two performances of the Chiffons.
Featuring their hit recordings
"He's So Fine" and "My Boyfriend," the two half-hour performances
aroused enthusiasm
reminiscent of past Soph Hops.

"The development
of management
is essential
to our goal of
great growth"
At the 1964 stockholders' meeting, Arjay R. Miller,
President of Ford Motor Company, emphasized the
Company's far-sighted recruitment program and its accent
on developing management talent:
"One aspect of our planning is crucial to the success of
everything else we do. It engages the best thoughts and efforts of
our whole management team, from top to bottom, throughout the
world. I am speaking of the development of management. The
immediate future of our Company depends heavily upon the abilities
of the people who are now key members of our management team.
"In the longer run, our future depends on what we are doing at
the present time to attract and develop the people who will
be making the major decisions 10 to 20 years from now. We are
developing management competence in depth in order to attack the
problems that will confront a company of great growth—and
great growth (both in profits and sales) is exactly the goal
we have established for Ford Motor Company.
"We are continuing to emphasize recruiting. Last spring, 180 of our
management people devoted part of their time to recruiting
outstanding graduates from colleges and universities throughout
the U.S. Last year, these efforts resulted in our hiring over
1,000 graduates, 220 more than the year before.
"We are seeking and we are finding young men—and young women,
too—with brains and backbone—people who have the ability and
the desire to make room for themselves at the top. We give our
trainees challenging assignments with as much responsibility as
they can carry. We promote them as fast as they are ready. Those
who are interested in easy security soon drop out Those who
have what we want stay with us, and move up quickly to increased
responsibility and the pay that goes with it. Thanks to the quality
of the people we are recruiting and developing, I am firmly
convinced that our outlook is most promising,"

MOTOR COMPANY
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan

An eqwl opportunity employer

ceeding in the foreseeable future.
Therefore, the chapter has decided
to reconstruct itself as a local
fraternity," he said.
Six eastern chapters of Sigma
Nu have chosen to solve the problem by obtaining waivers from the
national. These chapters—Columbia, Tufts, Pennsylvania, Cornell,
U.R.I., and Trinity—feel that in
this way they can remain loyal
to the national, while eliminating
bias in their selection of pledges.
Charles E. Meech '65, president
of the Trinity Chapter of Sigma
Nu, said that Lambda Sigma Nu
(the new local at Brown) "is not
going to accomplish anything.
There is not going to be any
change for the next five or six
years.
"Sigma Nu," he continued, "is
for the most part a southern fraternity, and there is a strong antiNegro feeling in the South. They're
never going to succeed in getting
the abolition of the clause in this
way."

MARION'S
LUNCHEONETTE
Delicatessen • Catering
TO ALL OCCASIONS
Just Over The Rocks
243 Zion Street
Open Seven
Days a Week
539-9644

A payday in Europe can help

WORK
INEUROPE

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
— Every registered student can
get a job in Europe through the
American Student Information
Service, and the.first 5000 applicants receive $250 travel grants.
It is possible to earn $300 a month
from a job selection that includes
lif eguiivding, child care and other
resort work, office, sales, shipboard, farm and factory workJob and travel grant applications
and complete details are available in a ofi-pag'o illustrated booklet which students may obtain by
sending $2 (for the booklet and
airmail postage) to Dept. N,
ASIS, 22 Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg.
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Student Anxieties Stem from Larger World
by Dr. Norton Downs
Associate Professor of History Administrative regulations of at
The history of mental health is
unclear, but popular tales and even
the word Bedlam from London's
Hospital of St, Mary of Bethlehem
are well enough known. There has
been a certain progress in its
identification and treatment, although sometimes it has consisted
of passing from behind bars to
under neighborhood bars.
It is unfortunate that while mental health is as necessary as physical health, it still bears a stigma
similar to the one that was borne
until recently by the physical debility of cancer. That an amateur
may be permitted a few random
remarks on the subject is an
encouraging sign, I hope, and not
an invitation to self-analysis.
ONE DIFFICULTY in the acceptance of mental health as a subject
for free discussion is that it is
regarded differently by people of
different education. The peasant
and the Ph. D. probably take a
more nearly similar attitude than
they do on most other matters but
for different reasons. What are
evil spirits for one are the diagnoses of the other; in between are
the mass of people who don't quite
know who is right.
There is no doubt that an affluent
society produces a larger share of
mental diseases than an underdeveloped one. It has more time
and more money to have and to
Pay for them.
It is also agreed that mental ill
health has increased dramatically
of late among students of college
a
ge. Diagnosis is better, to be sure,
and counsellors abound to find the
ill, but enough students are sufficiently Incapacitated so that they
would be identified anyway.
IT IS IN THIS area, where lesser
but very aggravating disorders are
so common, that I want to ruminate
very cursorily.
It is hard to prove that today's
undergraduate lives under any
more tension or anxiety than his
' ancestor. The leters of students
of the twelfth century could be
used almost verbatim today.

least one thirteenth century college
are as concerned
with sex,
gambling and liquor as is our
Freshman Handbook. There were
always various plagues and epidemics to match our bombs and
poisons as purveyors of mass
death.
It does seem that comparing external perils, as causes of anxieties of any period in time, resuits in pretty much of a stand-off.
Indeed, one can only conclude
that student anxieties derive less
from external ominousness than
from confrontation with the larger
world, and general personal adjustment to college routine. Students are teeming with energetic
life, and they have to adapt this
to what they find at college. But
here it is a life and a world they
have not made, do not understand
and actually a lot of it they do
not even like.
St. Augustine may have had a
mistress at 14, but this would not

do today; the Black Prince may
have been 16 in his great campaign against France, and that
must have taken care of a lot of
his energy.

ings too often have taken the place
of discipline based on understanding. The parental emphasis on
prestige and status, if not for
themselves then for their offspring, has produced conseBut he had a genuine, trained quences that would be hilarious
horse and if he tried to ride af- if they were not too often tragic.
ter drinking too much he simply
fell off. Today's youth has a couple These and a host of other facof hundred wild horses more or tors, including that marvellously
less harnessed into a Mustang:
unwisdom for him may be catastrophic.
I doubt that Adam Smith would
be heartened by the fact that
LAISSEZ-FAIRE is the current
way of bringing up children rather
than the fashion In economics.
The breakdown of the family either
by divorce, or commuting and
country clubs, has made children
strangers to their parents.
In our highly mobile society
many people live where there are
grandparents or relatives to pass
on family customs, or give advice or help. Threats and warn-

way station on the way to someplace or other.
ANXIETIES, TENSIONS, call
them what you will, are a normal
part ol existence, and it Is only
when they begin to cripple us that
we are concerned.

If the college student has more
than his ancestor, it may be
first of all because the home
and family have broken down «nd
permissiveness has followed. His
breakdown is the next step. Somewhere, sometime, man has to learn
It is hard, verily, for a student that life has to be lived within
to find authority, rule or direc- oneself and, paradoxically, for
tion in his new environment. His something larger than oneself.
faculty wants him to reason things
All our gadgetry and intellectual
out for himself, but did not Pascal cunning have not altered the essensay "le coeur a ses ralsons que tial point that the end of life is
la raison ne connalt point" ?
death. Surely the harmonious and
In one week-end a college presi- balanced man has come to grips
dent said that the baccalaureate with this fact of himself.
was no longer the terminal deAs for the^larger purpose which
gree, and a dean remarked some*
what thoughtfully that a college will take us above our mean and
was not a law enforcement agency. mortal selves, the motto of this
Even alma mater seems to be College provides an answer: pro
less of a womb than another vague ecclesia et patria.
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Mental Illness, Moral Judgments
by Dr. Richard T. Lee
Ass't Professor
Philosophy
One of the most humanitarian
consequences to flow from the
theory and practice of modern
psychology and sociology is that
we are much more disposed nowadays
to excuse someone's
"wrong" behavior on the grounds
of mental illness, or of certain
causative factors in the person's
background or environment.
This is a commonplace truth.
Many criminals are not will fully bad men; they are mentally
ill, and cannot be held responsible for their actions. Many teenage school dropouts are not simply
lazy or shiftless; they live In a
home or neighborhood whose influences are Inimical to academic
or even vocational success.
A person in such a situation is
not to be blamed; he is to be
treated.
And since blame seldom has any
good consequences and treatment
often has good consequences, we
quite properly feel proud of ourselves for living in an age that
has made a profound advance in
the art of understanding people.
BUT WHAT IS NOT always recognized is the theory of human
nature that lies beneath this happy
situation. The theory makes two
major assumptions; (1) for every
human act there are a set of
antecedently existing conditions
which cause the act in question,
and only that act, and (2) such
causes are excusing conditions.
Given the causes, a given act
will occur, and no other will occur; such an act, we say, "cannot be helped." And despite complications and objections that I
have no space to discuss here,
it is always possible in theory
to trace the cause of a given act
t o conditions that lie outside-of
the person who commits the act.

Thus it is never any help to
point out that the murderer WANTED to kill his mother, and blame
him accordingly. For why did he
want to? There are causes, such
that given those causes his wanting to kill her was the only possible thing he could have wanted,
IN THIS SITUATION we treat the
man. We try to find the causes,
and then try to mitigate or annul
their effect on his behavior. But
notice that since we do not blame
the murderer, we cannot praise
those who refrain from murder,
or do positively good deeds.
There are causes for their restraint, and their good deeds, and
they are of the same general
sort as the ones that caused the
lack of restraint. If we cannot
blame, neither can we praise.
If we accept both assumptions of
the theory, I can see only one way
in which we can retain a semblance
of the meaning of normative terms.
We call a sunset beautiful—It is a
good sunset; it gives rise to pleasurable feelings within us. We do
not of course bestow moral praise
on nature for providing us with such
a spectacle. Nor do we endow
mathematics with morally beneficent qualities just because we
discover in mathematics certain
very pleasing and elegant relationships.
Such things are aesthetically
worthy, but not'morally worthly,
NOW WE MIGHT CONSTRUE
human acts on this analogy and say
with perfect consistency that some
acts are "bad" (or "wrong") because in some broad sense they are
aesthetically displeasing, or that
they are "good" (or "right") because they enforce and enrich our
sense of aesthetic fittingness. We
could not blame or praise in any
other sense.
I see this as the only possible outcome for ethics given the assump-

tions outlined above. There are, to similated to a general pattern or hearted theory, a theory for youth,
be sure, objections to the conclu- law. And no actual social science not for maturity. Determinism apsions I have drawn, but I do not has yet been able to avoid admit- peals to us in our moments of quiet
have the space to discuss them ting that in practice this residue and sober meditation, and especially in our moments of deepest,
here.
does exist.
This has not, however, prevented personal crisis. It stills our
Let me simply say dogmatically
that I have seen no objections that such sciences from going about passions without detaching us from
them. It gives us that most comclearly show that the assumptions their proper business.
are in fact not made, or that if they
I think, then, that such a defense forting of final insights, that mere
are made they would not have the of moral judgments in the strong personality, our own least of all,
consequences mentioned here.
sense is possible. But I am not is not at bottom the truth of things,
MANY PEOPLE WOULD not be convinced that such a defense esta- but that our final place is found in
inclined to adopt these con- blishes the truth of the theory. that which is truly impersonal.
Determinism is a powerful theory
One will say, of course, that such
sequences. If not, then we are
forced to deny one or both of the -- not only in the logical or scien- a subjective reaction to a theory
two assumptions. Now I think it tific sense but in the human sense. goes no way at all toward proving
would be very difficult to deny That our lives really are deter- its truth or falsity. In regard to
assumption (2). I think it Is true mined, that we are part and parcel certain types of empirical hypothat antecedently existing causes of the whole scheme of things which theses this is true.
are excusing conditions in just that works in its own remorseless way,
But I do not think that either deterdegree to which their causality is and that our lives are shaped and minism or libertarianism is an
operative -- I see no way to avoid molded by this whole - - this view, empirical theory or hypothesis.
this. Hence to reject the conse- I say, exerts a powerful hold on us. They are metaphysical hypotheses,
quences would mean rejecting the
and where the truth of such hypoFROM THE POINT of view of
first assumption -- that for every determinism, libertarianism aptheses resides, I am not now prehuman act there are a set of an- pears to be a frivolous, lightpared to say.
tecedent conditions which cause the
act in question, and only that act.
It might be held that the same set
of conditions are compatible with
an indefinite number of outcomes,
or effects. Such an outcome, if it
really was not the only possible
outcome, would then in some respect be "caused" by itself -- the
praise or blame for Its existence
could only be placed on itself. It
would be only in regard to such
things that are self-caused or
"freely" caused that we could issue
moral praise or blame in the strict
sense.
I THINK THIS THEORY can be
defended from a number of criticisms bound to be raised against
it. I do not think, for example, that
it prejudices in the least the scientific character of psychology and
the social sciences. All that the
theory entails is that there be a
residual amount of uniqueness or
individuality that cannot be as-

The Schools and Mental Illness
by Dr. Kichard Knowles Morris
Associate Professor of
Education
It is the humane element in the great American 1
dream of universal education that has directed our
public schools to play a significant role in the
recognition and rehabilitation of mental and
physical defectives.
The belief in the Individual worth and dignity of
the human being,, QUA human being, helped to
stimulate the reforms in the medical treatment of
mental illness and motivated educators to find
ways to train defectives to the limit of their
abilities in order that they might be more useful
to themselves and less of a burden to others.
The reformers most responsible for education's
part In this revolution were three Europeans:
Edouard Sequin, Alfred Binet and Marie Montessori. It is no accident that their ideas struck fertile ground In the United States.
Ever since the Kalamazoo decision in 1874, the
United States has been committed to tax-supported
education for all America's youth between the ages
of six and sixteen. Some states extend their taxsupported public school systems to include junior
colleges.
State colleges and universities have struggled
to maintain low fees which, in effect, have made
advanced study possible for an increasing number
of our people.
No country In the world has ever equalled our
effort to provide educational opportunities for all
citizens without regard to social or economic
backgrounds, physical or mental handicaps, sex,
creed or color. The current task to integrate our
schools is but further proof of our determination
to fulfill the dream of universal education.
Only with this history in mind, is It possible
to understand why the public schools have assumed
the additional responsibility, under state laws,
of identifying mental defectives and providing,
directly or Indirectly through other agencies, for
the care and treatment of those individuals who
a few short years ago were subjects of derision,
mal-treatment or isolation in the bedlams of the
world.
Independent schools may choose or reject students at will, though this freedom does not always
enable them to escape the occasional student suffering from some form of mental illness. Even
in these institutions a more humane approach to
handicaps is evident than would have been the case
a few decades ago.
The public schools, on the other hand, a r e open to
all, and none may be denied on grounds of mental
capacity or physical health unless deficiencies In

these traits impair the welfare of others or are
such that the school is unequipped to handle them.
In Connecticut, the law states categorically,
"The public schools shall be open to ALL children
over six years of age without discrimination on
account of race or color."
The statutes also provide for "children requiring special education," placing the burden on the
towns to identify such children and adding that they
shall not "be excluded or exempted from school
privileges" except by the state board or on professional advice.
Similar laws provide for the care of the socially
and emotionally disturbed.
Identification of mental deficiencies cannot
always be made before pupils enter the public
schools. In some cases, early identification is
difficult because of the latent nature of the illness.
In others, mental disorders may be triggered by
the onslaught of adolescence or by personal
tragedy.
IT IS FOE SUCH REASONS that an increasing
number of school systems have added psychiatrists and psychologists to their staffs. Some
have established referral arrangements with
local practitioners.
Once a serious defective has been discovered,
a report goes to the state board of education for
decision. The child may be withdrawn from
school, directed to attend special classes, or
placed in the custody of other responsible agencies.
Since 1961, each town in Connecticut must provide for special classes for mentally retarded
children who are considered "trainable" or
"educable," the new terms for imbeciles and
morons. Towns may pool their resources to
provide for such classes.
The Connecticut law is a victory of the public
consciousness. Children with mental deficiencies
a r e not limited to families in the low income
groups. Among the well-to-do such births were
once carefully concealed, but the day of shame
has gone. These parents have assumed the
leadership for the passage of legislation for
retarded children.
They have established private care centers,
organized p voluntary associations for the r e tarded, and, out of human compassion, have joined
hands with the less fortunate who share a similar
burden.
The humanity and insights of Sequin, the mental
measurement techniques of Binet, the methods of
Montessori and the democracy of the American
public school system have combined to give new
hope to our young victims of mental illness.
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Treatment of Emotional Disorders—Past, Present, Future
by Dr. Grorge C. Higgins
Axxixtant Profr.snor of
Psychology
Following the era of superstition
surrounding emotional disorders
in primitive history, the Greeks
and Romans evolved an enlightened view of both the nature of
emotional disorder which they considered an illness and the treatment of emotional disorder which
was conducted in humanely managed hospital or asylum-like public
institutions.
A long period ensued during which
emotional difficulties were considered to be the results of witchcraft or of possession by demons
and evil spirits.
"Treatment" of these disorders
consisted of exorcism and prayer
which was left largely to the clergy
and, later, of punishment, humiliation, and even execution of those
afflicted.
IN THE MIDDLE OF the sixteenth century public asylums made
their
first reappearance in
Europe, but until the humanitarian
reform movements in the eighteenth century in Europe and the nineteenth century In America these
public hospitals were used largely
to segregate the emotionally disordered from the rest of society.
In this century, especially in
America, emotional
disorders
have again been considered illnesses and the trend has been
toward transforming asylums into
hospitals - - places of treatment.
Treatment has taken a variety of
forms, including psychological
therapies such as psychoanalysis
and other related "psycho" therapies, physical therapies such as
electrooonvulsive shock and, r e cently, raedicational therapies
such as the so-called "tranquilizing" drugs.
THE NUMBER OF hospitals for
the emotionally disordered and the
number of hospital beds devoted to
emotionally disordered patients in
general hospitals have increased
until today approximately one-half
of all hospital beds in the United
States are used for the emotionally
disordered. The number of qualified professional mental health
personnel in both private and hospital or clinic practice has correspondingly increased.
In general, today emotional disturbances are considered illnesses, and patients are being
treated in large numbers by fairly well accepted "scientific" methods both as out-patients, privately
and in clinics, and as in-patients
in hospitals or hospital wards

which specialize in the treatment
of such disorders.
FROM MY VANTAGE POINT,
I would judge that there is a
trend in this century to move away
from considering emotional disorders as ILLNESSES in the narrow medical sense of the term.
Emotional disorders are being
viewed more as "difficulties in
living" which are amenable to
amelioration by a wide variety of
techniques in addition to "treatment, by extensively trained practitioners.
The emerging strategy seems to
be to restore patients to their
social environment as quickly as
possible (a strategy described as
"psychiatric first aid" by the
chairman of a leading department
of psychiatry in this country) and
to educate society to deal with such
human problems in a therapeutic
fashion.
To this end, the recent report
of The Joint Commission on Mental Illness and Health has encouraged moderate training of
such people as "clergymen, family
physicians, teachers, probation officers, public health nurses, sheriffs,
judges, public welfare
workers, scoutmasters, county
farm agents," among others, to be
able to deal effectively and therapeutically with the vast numbers
of troubled people with whom they
come into contact.
THERE IS DEFINITELY, no
movement against private, long
term psychotherapy, but it is obvious that this kind of care cannot
possibly meet the volume of demand for help.
Concurrent with the change in
strategy toward coping with emotional disorder Is an emphasis upon
early identification of potential
emotional disorders and prevention.
As recently as November 1,1964,
THE NEW YORK TIMES reported
that a symposium of general practitioners in Edinburgh, Scotland
was told that in general practice
"a truly preventative task lay in
the recognition of personal crises
before they become disabling."
Also this fall, The National Institute' of Mental Health granted
$310,000 to two clinical psychologists for the development of a program "to arrest at an early stage
serious emotional problems in
children."
. .
THUS RESEARCH is being
focused on early identification of
emotional disorders, and attempts
are being made to train school
teachers,
clergymen,
general
practitioners, and obstetric and

well-baby clinic workers who come
into contact with many people in
each community to be able to identify emotional disorders in their
early stages and work to ameliorate them thus preventing more
serious disorders.

A Utopian view of the ultimate
outcome of such trends would be a
world where most of the activity
in coping with emotional disorders
will be in the area of early Identification and prevention of serious
disorders, where the society Is

ready to cope with and aid moderate disorders, and where the number of severe disorders is diminished to a point where they could
be fully managed by the then existing population of highly trained
emotional health practitioners.

Psychotherapy and Religion
Dr. E. La B. Cherbonnier

Professor of Religion

Among the dramatic changes of the past two decades, none is more striking than
(.he rapproachement between psychiatry and religion. Sworn enemies in the days of
Freud, each has since discovered that it can learn from the other.
I should like to mention two points at which psychiatry and religion together have
reached a deeper understanding' than either had done alone: the nature of guilt and
the importance of love,
Freudian analysis discovered that nothing was more crippling to the personality
than a gnawing sense of guilt. The removal of guilt-feelings was therefore one of the
goals of therapy. At the same time, religion was attacked as one of the principal
sources of guilt-feelings, with its talk of sinners in the clutches of an angry God.
Thoughtful Christians listened. Driven to re-examine the foundations of their beliefs, they discovered that the primary emphasis of the Bible is not on sin and punishment at all, but upon mercy and new life. Christ, like the psychiatrist, encountered
people tortured by guilt. Like the psychiatrist, his aim was 'not to condemn the world,
but that the world through him might have life."
There is, however, a condition which must be met. Before a person can be forgiven,
he must first repent. And here the psychiatrist balks.
Repentence implies that not all guilt can be explained away as an unhealthy condition of the mind. Rather, a person really can become guilty, in the objective sense, and
such guilt can hardly be explained away by scientific techniques.
True tc the experimental method, the psychiatrist tries to discover how far these
techniques can succeed. The results are chastening. At best, the patient becomes a
man without a compass, an easy prey toward the pressures of conformity in a massproduced society, with no point of leverage from which to resist the creeping
mediocrity.
At worst, he becomes a man without a conscience, not too far removed from the
psychopath.
;
In either case, Freudian treatment leads to an ironic result. It leaves the neurotic
as irresponsible as it found him.
As a result, the psychiatrist has begun to take a second look at what he once despised. If a person can be objectively guilty, then he needs forgiveness. At this point,
psychiatrist and Christian are talking the same language.
For its part, the church is re-learning from the psychiatrist the important distinction between true and false guilt and the crying need for sympathy and insight.
The Church has also learned from psychiatry the healing power of love. Where
Christians sometimes tended to 'spiritualize" love until it was of doubtful application
in the real world, the pyschiatrist testifies that without love, we are all potential neurotics. In fact, mental health seems to depend in part on whether or not a person is
loved.
One school of psychiatry flatly declares that the love of the therapist cures the
patient. Christians have reminded that love in the abstract can become just another
hypocrisy, while love in. the concrete remains not only the spice of life, but its staple as
well.

•

'

.

Religion and psychiatry thus make common cause in the great enterprise of understanding and healing the human race.
From the side of religion, one is tempted to ask whether, in the last analysis, science alone can provide from its own resources the forgiveness and love which man requires, or whether instead science itself might have stumbled on a problem which only
God himself can solve. However incredulous the scientist might be, this is after all
what the Christian would expect.
The doctrine of creation contains the promise that all men are called to become coworkers with God for the transfiguration of the world.
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'Rude Awakening
The tragic death of President John F.
Kennedy, and the events which took
place following his assassination, should
bring this college generation to a realization that perhaps there is very much
more we could be doing to preserve our
democratic principles.
Who among us, after we finally came
to accept the fact that our President had
actually been murdered, did not ask Why
or How these events could take place in
the United States in 1963?
How many of us asked these questions
then; how many went to pray; how many
sat concerned as the television and radio
broadcast news of the assassination, of
the capture and murder of a suspect, and
of Mr. Kennedy's funeral; how many
joined in the unanimous national protest
against these tragic events in our history ? The number of us who took part
is significant—but now there are new
questions to be asked.

1

How many of us will carry the memory of Mr. Kennedy's death with us tomorrow, or next week, or in years to
come? How many will dedicate themselves to preserving America from other
shocks like the one she suffered last
week? How many will fight with the
spirit of John Fitzgerald Kennedy against
the type of thoughtless mentality that
could kill one man so great, and then another man so small ?
We are tcld that we are soon to be
leadens of this nation:' we are the future
bankers, doctors, and statesmen. Perhaps
we can change what our fathers could
not.
We have had our rude awakening. Let
us not succumb to another dismal sleep,
dreaming children's dreams while fine
men die.
(This editorial was originally printed
in the TRIPOD of Nov. 27, 1963.)

Giving; Instead of Crying
We students at Trinity have been doing a lot of crying in one now non-existent brew over the loss of the former happy life. No doubt it wasn't intentional,
but it seems ironic now that the Campus
Chest charity drive is being held this
week, a month after that infamous week
in October. As described in this week's
and last week's former Tripod, the drive
is helping those whose lives are much
less happier than even that of the now
sober Trinity student.
The charities that the Chest is spon-

soring this year quite convincingly illustrate that progress must and can be
made in those areas which the advanced
society has forgotten in its vace for the
good life.
All four charities are- commendable.
They are direct and specific means of
assistance. But if they are to keep on
working, they need our help. The goal
this year for the Campus Chest is $8,000.
Each giving as much as he can, we can
pass this mark. Let's see what we at
Trinity can do.

What's Wrong with Trinity?
The favorite question this semester here £s
"What's wrong with Trinity?" with the mass
epidemic of change in the administration, and in
the curriculum, the student body is fast becoming
a huge cadaver that is carefully being dissected
in the name of progress. (We too may be written
about, Mr. X, Y, or Z.) The problem, however, Is
that there is nothing basically wrong with Trinity.
We are still functioning. It is just that each of
the new administrators has different ideas of how
to improve the patient and each is determined to
diagnose the supposed ills with his own cure-all,
both academic and non-academic.
.

to an understanding as to why the fraternities
are strong and are becoming stronger.
Administrators can talk about Improving the
intellectual life, improving community interest,
and improving the motivation of their students
from now until doomsday and get nowhere unless
they realize that these goals have to be considered
within the context of the fraternity system.
What everyone in the newadministration wants,
it seems, is results. They want more people winning the. Woodrow Wilson scholarships, they want
more people active in the community, they want
more people talking about more subjects, and so
The heart of the conflict is that Trinity is on. In other words they want more signs of student
constantly being compared to those schools from accomplishment. As it stands now, fraternities
which the influential people of the campus came, produce very few signs of tangible accomplishInstead of being analyzed as a separate and ment.
distinct entity.
This is not to say, however, that in their alcoves
Shall we become the intellectual heaven of on Vernon Street, fraternity members are not
Swarthmore, or maybe the middle-class active active. There is much undefined activity in the
citadel of Columbia, or maybe we want to emulate houses, and not all of It is beer-drinking. We
the low-pitched, but heavy intellectual mode of wouldn't even be surprised that, if it could be
Amherst? As the jargon goes, gentlemen, we're measured, the intellectuality of those houses with
low averages is probably higher than some of the
having-an "identity crisis."
houses with higher averages.
.. '.
• ... Each doctor has his own prescription. But how
We are saying, that if the administration wants
many are able to ask and are now asking without to improve the college according to its standards,
prejudice what the patient thinks is wrong? We once it defines them, it will have to focus primary
think . very few. How many of the doctors have attention on the fraternity system, and more imcome out and stated in pure and simple terms' portant, this is where the pressure will have to be
what their object with Trinity is? Vague general- applied.
'
izations of "we want to make Trinity the best
school possible" are choking us to death.
It seems to us that the concerted efforts of the
administration lack both definition and are aimed
at everything but what they should be aiming at.
They are missing the target because they are
, not aware of the base of loyalty for the majority
of students: the fraternity.
:•'.. Basically in trying to improve this campus
according to the new standards, whatever they
may be, the administration must come to grips
^•With, the realization that the fraternity system
is the focal point of activity. They have to come
:
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Quote

"Most colleges know very little
about the origins and attitudes of their
student bodies. They take a lot for
granted and tend to make assumptions
on the basis of folklore rather than
fact."—Dr. Junius A. Davis, research
psychologist for the Educational Testing Service, which took a recent survey
of the reasons why people go to college.

TO THE EDITOR:
My feeling toward the protest
notwithstanding, I should like to
make it clear that the fourth signature on page twelve of last week's
TRIPOD is not mine.
BRUCE EDWARD JOHNSON '68

Argument Lacks
Something
TO THE EDITOR:
Throughout the 1964 Presidential
campaign there have been recurrent attempts to define one of
the key words in the GoldwaterMiller platform. The word is CONSERVATISM. On the last page of
your November 3rd issue there
appeared, suitably juxtaposed, two
articles which dealt with the meaning of this word, either explicitly or implicitly.
I am concerned about the WAY
Tom Auxter has tried to justify
conservatism. And the implications of his method are not confined to the recent elections.
Mr. Auxter's argument lacks
something. I suggest that his idea
of "the good" is more Platonic
than it is Christian. His statement,
"...to choose good is to produce
human virtue," bears no hint of
the Christian idea of "virtue."
And the Auxterian corollary to this
statement, ("...for any outside
agency (such as the government)
to require by taxation that any
citizen contribute to welfare funds
is to limit his potential for virtue
by
narrowing
his range of
chances,") the idea that a government which assumes responsibility
for its own citizens is displacing
the very possibility of those citizens becoming virtuous, is abhorrent to Biblical faith as well
as developed Christian tradition.
Mr. Auxter's writing is a prime
example of what has rightly been
called "piety along the Potomac."
Politicians, who are remarkably
unconvincing "people anyway, invariably will press anything and
anyone into service to lend support
to their statements—even God,
Every nation from ancient Israel
to Nazi Germany has presumed
God to be on their side. The
America of 1964 appears to be
no exception. That Mr. Auxter
chose to give his last article
before the election an aura of
moral Tightness is indicative. But
then, we all have that tendency,
when we cannot do something ourselves, to ask God to do it for us.
I suspect that Mr. Auxter, and
anyone who holds views similar
to his, is looking for easy answers. Let me say only that there
are not, never have been, and
never will be any easy answers,
and that of all answers possible,
God is eternally the hardest!
RICHARD J. GOODWIN '67

Chafing at Rules
YOUNG MAN:
As a '40.vintage graduate I am
beginning to take a new look at
the old school. Because '60 will
be an old vintage before long and
you will be part of us old timers,
let me tell you the way my thoughts
are running,. I have a boy of
12. His mother and I are starting tq be interested in anything
we see; hewswise. that relates to
colleges. Parents get like that"
when their kids start to be pressured in school about this college business/
Since the lad was born, and this
applies to his younger sisters,
too, we have been putting aside
quite a sizable sum each week
toward; the inevitable day when
we will have to shell out a rather
tremendous amount for their education. As prices are now it would
amount to around $30,000 dollars
for the three of them.

h the
$30,000 my boy is a lot of money for the average parent to turn
their backs on over the years
when there are so many interesting things we could have done
with it, not to mention the security it would have bought for our
old age. As I sit here it seems
to me I am going to want my
boy to be in the best environment I can provide for him. I
am going to want him to go to
a school where the people in the
front office, through their wisdom and experience, and because
they have lived in the larger sense
of the word, will make the rules
and regulations. And I will expect my boy to go along with
those decisions.
He will not be an experienced,
mature man only because he transfers his belongings from his home
to his dorm. I well remember
we thought we knew a great deal
about life during college years
and in many ways we were closer
to life than our elders. We chafed
at some rules quietly, but what
I am trying to say to you is
that we were glad they were there.
These old boys do know what is
best for you and you look very
young and immature when you
question their judgment. I had
hoped Trinity would be the place
for my son, but I'm not going
to give the $12,000 only to have
him throw the rule book out the
window. You are there for an
academic education, son. Ask your
father if that isn't what he had
in mind when he forked out $12,000.
'49

As Much Freedom
As Possible
TO THE EDITOR:
I signed the TRIPOD petition
concerning the new drinking regulations even though, as a nondrinker and a non-fraternity mem-,
ber, I have no personal interest
in the rules concerning drinking
at the College.
I signed it for two reasons. First,
as stated in the petition, the administration acted in utter contempt of the student body in not
consulting any student organization
before announcing the regulations.
Second, I believe in allowing people as much; freedom to do as they
wish as is possible. We didn't
come to Trinity to be babied. The
new drinking regulations are a
completely unnecessary restraint
on individual liberty.
KEVIN SWEENEY '65

Boys of Xavier
Picket Playboy
CINCINNATI (CPS) — Seventeen
students from Xavier University
marched silently in front of the
city's new Playboy Club for two.
hours recently, carrying signs with
such slogans as "Hide From Reality Here" and "Do You Want Your
Daughter to Be a Playmate?"
The leader of the group, Thomas
Conway, a sophomore from Cleveland, said the demonstrators objected to the presence of the key
club because of its connection
with Playboy magazine, which he
described
as
"pornographic
trash."
"In picketing the Playboy Club,"
said one student, "we as university students wish to point out
that the'entire Playboy philosophy
not only opposes the basic JudeoChristian principles of our society
but openly advocates their overthrow. We decry Hugh Hefner's
'new morality.' It is nothing but
plain old immorality."
Arnold Morton, vice-president of
Playboy Club International, told
reporters that, "The presence of
the pickets was embarrassing to
some of our guests. We are not
immoral."
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Migration to Hartford:
Genesis in Puerto Rico
by Rockwell Williams
"Puerto Rico, The Ancient
and the Modern" in the October 20 issue of the Tripod, featured the rural situation
on
the island. Since half the island's 2.8 million people have
migrated from rural areas to
San Juan, the capital, and since
another 1.2 million
Puerto
Ricans have, migrated to the
continent, we now present the
urban situation.
The evening's shadows began to
surround me that Sunday in July,
1963, as 1 vainly struggled with
the bicycle's derailed drive chain.
The lights were dim on that little
street in Hartford's North End,
where my bicycle broke down as
I was returning from a hosteling
trip.
"Need some help?"
Amazed, I watched as Francisco
Garay's skillful hands fixed the
chain.
Soon the bike was ready to go,
but Francisco wasn't through with
me ... He wanted to know what
I was doing in his Puerto Rican
neighborhood.
In the course of the conversation
I learned that he was having trouble
with his summer school homework.
He accepted my offer to tutor him
on Tuesday and Thursday nights,
and we decided to go talk to his
family about it.
THROUGH THE SHADOWS we
made our way to the apartment
house and climbed the creaking
stairs to the third floor. When
Francisco's
mother, Octavia,
opened the door, rhythmic Latin
music burst forth and the hallway was filled with the delicious
smell of rice, beans, and fried
chicken.
What a contrast between the dingy
stairway and the cheerful rooms
inside! The sky-blue woodwork

they could eke out in Puerto
Rico.
Unfortunately,
they
often
find themselves worse off than
they were on the island.
Here is the story of a typical migrant family, the Gregoria Morales family, as told
by Gregorio . . .
In 1952 I married Cristina. That
was the year when Puerto Rico
became self-ruling, I married her
during the coffee harvest so I
had a job, but you know, mucho
trabajo y poco chavo - lots of
work, little pay.
It is so hard to fill your bag
with the coffee beans, the farms
are on stsep hills. And they pay
you so little, it hardly lets you
live.
We lived in a little house that
Don Carlos, the plantation owner,
let us use. It was a very poor
house, but I tried to fix it with
little pieces of lumber I found
sometimes. She kept it very clean
for me.

the water runs underneath the
back of the house and that makes
the floor damp. Pablo was very
glad to see us. It Is very lonely
in a big city when you don't have
ONE SATURDAY CRISTINA and your family with you.
I went to Naranjito to buy some I got a job in the new tuna
clothes and I bought E. MUNDO, flsh cannery, cutting the fish heads
that's a good newspaper, and I off, and they paid me $20 a week.
took it home to read it. I didn't That is more than I could earn
go to school after fourth grade in coffee even in a good month.
because my family was poor, and
Sometimes I thought of the mounI had to work in the coffee, but tains and all the banana trees
I can read a newspaper.
with their pretty purple flowers,
In EL MUNDO that day there was and then I would long for the couna whole page about three new try, but in San Juan you can go to
factories in San Juan that the the movies, and the pay is good.
Economic Development AdminisThen Roberto was born to us
tration ("Operation Bootstrap") and Pablo's little house was too
had helped build. And it said that crowded. I had some money saved
they needed men to work there. because we didn't have to pay
So I talked to Cristina, and we any rent while we lived with Pablo,
decided to move to San Juan. We so we moved to a little house, a
didn't have any money, but each very pretty one, in San Justo,
of our neighbors gave us a nickel that's near San Juan.
or a dime for the trip, and we
had enough.
WE LOVED THAT little house,

The Morales House in Hartford
beautifully set off the sunset pink
walls decorated with religious pictures.
Francisco's parents gave their
approval for the classes, and then
Pleasantly suprised me by asking
me to dinner. Custodio Garay
(Francisco's father), the six children and I squeezed around the
kitchen table while Octavia served us in typical Spanish fashion...

Puerto Ricans in Hartford
number some 10,000; about
half of these live in the Arsenal School neighborhood, a few
blocks north of G. Fox & Co.
Why have families such as
the Garays come to Hartford?
They have come looking for
jobs, for a better living than

we has some banana trees and a
little front yard. Ester, Juan, and
Luis were born there.
When
Roberto
was
seven
Cristina's brother Antonio came
to visit us. He had been working
In New York a long time and could
speak English. He told me about
lots of Jobs in New York, with
good pay.
I was a foreman in the tuna
cannery then, and they were paying me $30 a week, but with four
children that is not enough. Antonio
told me that some jobs in New
York like truckdrlving pay two
dollars an hour. He said I should
go to New York. I told him, "No,
it is good here."
PABLO'S HOUSE is Tight by the But then the factory gave me
laguna. When the sky !s blue, layoff, that was in May. The Dethe laguna is very pretty. But partment of Labor was advertising

Our last night In Corales everybody came to our little house to
tell us good-bye, and we drank
coffee and told stories. One man
brought his guitar so we sang
and danced a little bit.
The next morning Tinlta and I
walked down to the road and got
on the bus; It was a very old
one, it used to be a school bus.
It takes people all the way to
San Juan for eighty-five cents.
It takes two hours.
When we got to San Juan we
went to my brother Pablo's house
to live 'with him and his wife
until we could get our own little
house.

The Morales House in San Jusfo
on the radio that some tobacco
farms in Connecticut needed workers and they would pay your plane
ticket.
I decided to go. If I found a good
job there then Tinita and the children would come too.
I WENT TO THE Department
of Labor Office and signed a contract to work in Connecticut for
three months, and they.gave me
an airplane ticket to Bradley Field,
Connecticut.
It was very sad to leave my
family, but this way maybe I could
earn a better living, maybe our
children could finish high school
and go to college.
So I left. When I got off the airplane at Bradley Field, it was
already dark. In San Juan they
told me to call the Puerto Rico
Migration Office in Hartford, but
a storm made the plane late and
at night nobody is at the Office.
I was very ashamed that I didn't
know any English. I saw a policeman and started to ask him if
he knew any Spanish, but he walked away from me.
Then somebody behind me said,
"listed es puertorriqyeno?" He
was a man from San Juan, and
he took me to his apartment in
Hartford.
The next day I called the Migration Office and they told me
where to catch the tobacco farm
bus.
Well, I got to the tobacco farm.
That sun out there was hot, and
when it rained we lost the day,
we didn't get paid. I had worked
out in those fields about two months
when it was harvest time, the end
of August, and they showed us how
to pick just the bottom leaf of
each plant and let the others grow
bigger,
AFTER ABOUT a week, another
Portorro (Puerto Rican) told me
that working on the poles you get
paid more than in the fields, may-:
be a dollar and a half an hour.
So we started working Inside the
barns.
It was dangerous you know working up high there on those poles,
hanging the leaves to dry but I
wanted to bring my family to the
United States and this way I was
saving more money.
I was living in this part of Hartford (the North End) then because
there are some Spanish stores
around here and I didn't know
any English. But every day I tried
to read the Hartford Times, I
looked the words up in a little
dictionary I bought.
I was saving about twenty dollars
a week while I was working on the
poles, so in September I found an
apartment with five rooms and
sent for my family to come.
I tell you it was very good when
they came, I was very glad to
see- them. Tinita was scared t but
she got excited like a little girl
and made these pretty curtains
for the windows. That was in 1960.

ANTONIO TOLD ME before Icame that It would get very cold
in the winter, but I did not understand. When winter came I was
working in a restaurant, washing:
dishes and waiting tables, and I
had to walk almost a mile to get
there, it was on Park Street,
One night when I was walking home
after work it was so coldand there
was so much wind, I thought I
was going to die. When I breathed
thai air it burned my chest so bad.
When I was only halfway home,
I saw a nice restaurant and went
in to get some coffee and get
warmed up. I had on my nice
clothes that night.
They had white tablecloths and
pretty wooden chairs, and candles
on the tables. I sat down, and
the waiter came to me and said,
"I'm sorry sir, we don't serve
Negroes here." I understood the
words he said, "you know, but
I didn't understand why he said
it.
I went out into the cold air again,
and when I got home, the heal
in our apartment burned my fingers
and my face. I went over to see
Luis, that is the man who helped
me my first day here, and I told
him about the waiter In the
restaurant.
LUIS TOLD ME that there are a
lot of raclstas in the United States,
people who think that some people
are better than others because
they're white.
In Puerto Rico we say that a
blanquito (white) Is prettier than
somebody who has darker skin,
but if one is better than the other
I don't know.
At the end of the day when two
men are all sweaty and dusty from
working in the coffee and they've
both been bitten by the bees and
they've drunk from the same water
bottle, I don't believe they think
about who is whiter than the other.
The "Puerto Rican race" as
such does not exist, rather, in
Puerto Rico there is a fusion
of American Indian, European,
Moorish, and Negro blood. In
Puerto Rico there is no color
line. From the white Puerto
Rican to the Negro
Puerto
Rican there is a gradual color
graduation, the in-betweens being referred to as triguenos
(wheat-colored);
and the Negro Puerto Ricans are in a distinct minority—some
20%.
All our children are in school
now, except Luis, he starts next
September. Eoberto is eleven, and
he gets ten dollars a month from
the landlord for keeping the yard
• and the sidewalk clean.
I have a good job now, I'm a
City Cab driver; Maybe next year
we can move to a nicer house,
with some flowers in the yard
Tinita would like that.
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ATTENTION
Gentlemen, if you are reading this
for pastime, do not go on.

BUT, if you can use some extra 'Mad
Money,' are a pioneering type of guy and
enjoy music—Be at the Senate Room 3:30
sharp on Monday, NOVEMBER 23, 1964.

We are seeking 5 men.
Please register via phone with Mr. Butler's secretary

Dr. Mackimmie Praises Quality
Of Teacher Education Program
Professor Alexander A. Mackim- program follows one of the main
mie praised the high quality of recommendations of Dr. Conant.
Trinity's teacher education pro- Practical classroom training has
gram at the College's annual Cap- been increased from six to 18
ital Area Educators Dinner on weeks for the College's education
majors.
November 9.
Professor Mackimmie, chairman been increased from 6 to 18 week
of the department of education, for the College's education majors.
appeared before some two hundred
Dr. Mackimmie explained that
superintendents of schools, prin- the College had formed an advicipals and guidance counselors sory council to work with educafrom the Capital Region.
tion students. This council conDr. Mackimmie told the group sists of faculty members reprethat the College's teacher education program already incorporates
many of the major points of Dr,
James B. Conant's teacher training proposals, which were adopted
last week by five New York Colleges.
IN A NEW BOOK CALLED "ShapDr. Conant, former Harvard ing Educational Policy" publishpresident and widely read author, ed yesterday, James B. Conant
is one of the principle figures former
Harvard
President,
in American education today.
charges that local school boards,
Professor Mackimmie told the state departments of education, and
educators that in the College's the federal government have all
teacher education program, major failed to develop policies that fit
emphasis is placed on the student current needs. •
teaching in the classroom. This
The educational establishment

FftsiggsLY I®E mam SHOP
at Maple Ave. & Broad Street

Featuring the Finest
in Sandwiches & Ice Cream

Congratulations.

BIO BIEF
50c

2. I'm getting married during
Christmas.

AWFUL AWFUL
36c

I thought you were a
confirmed bachelor.

3. You thought that and I thought
that. But it turns out Jane
didn't think it.
You never can tell
what girls think,

A history professor, therefore,
would be faculty advisor to aii
undergraduate doing student teaching in history.- This program, said
Mackimmie," was a part of the
College's expanding responsibility
in teacher education."

States Should Have Master
Plans of Education: Conant

VISIT!

1. You can congratulate me.

senting the various academic departments; They serve as supervisors and critics for those students doing their student teaching
6
in their field.

4. It used to be they would give
you a hint when they had plans.
Not any more. Now it's
cool, cool, cool.

Hand-Sewn

has been notoriously unable to cope
with the crucial Issues of reforming instructional methods and
materials, developing advanced
placement programs, and dealing
with segregated schools, Conant
charges.
Curricular reform and advanced
placement "require active leadership be subject matter professors,
not professors of education,"
Conant states. "The layman and
the college professor" also must
be brought into the "political"
issues
of segregated schools,
"which the establishment has never
dared tackle," Conant continues.
Conant feels that the primary
battleground for better education
is at the state rather than at the
lpcal or national level. HQ suggests
three state-oriented measures "to
meet the impact of the educational
revolutions." These measures, he
states, would result in a "nationwide," though not a "national"
educational policy.
First, the states should reorganize and strengthen their departments of education. Second,
they should develop a master plan
for higher education.
Conant's third, "radical" proposal is that "the 50 states, or
at least 15 to 20 of the more
popular states, enter into a compact for the creation of an 'Interstate Commission for Planningj
a Nationwide Educational Policy.'"
The Commission would appoint a
number of committees called
"working parties" to carry out
most of its work. The working
parties "would be required, first
to make an exhaustive factual study
of the (educational) structure state
by state; second, to come up with
specific recommendations to the
state authorities."
"It would be almost certain that
there would be different recommendations
for
different
states, though one would hope not
50 in each case," Conant said.
(CPS)

Genuine moccasin construction, smooth veal uppers,
fully leather lined, combination last for snug heel,
double leather soles and leather heels with v-plates.
775

- Hand-antiqued

chestnut brown veal.

775X •- Polished black veal.
- Hand-antiqued saddle tan veal.

Faculty
Members

770

- As above except in hand-antiqued golden tan
Scotch grain.
•

College
Libraries

740

-As shown above except in golden tan Scotch
grain -with genuine crepe soles.

•773

5. Here I am, unseasoned in the
.. wivys of the world, untried in
the fields of commerce, second
string on the soccer team —
and already faced with grave
responsibilities.
:•
What are you going to do?

6. I'm going to get a Living
Insurance policy from
Equitable. It's really great
the way it protects your wife
and kids. And it builds vip a
cash value ybu'ean use instead
For guaranteed retirement
income.

Printed In

BOSTON
10SANGEB
LONDON

SUBSCRIBE
NOW

AT
HALF
PRICE

You're lucky to get
a girl like Jane.

Clip this advertisement and return it
with your check or money order to:

For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
For complete information about career opportunities lit Equitable, see
your Placement Officer, or write to Edward D. McDougal, Manager,
Manpower Development Division.

22 TRUMBULL ST. •*- NEXT TO HENRY MULE* CO.

The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9:00 TO 5:30

Home Office: 1285 Avenueof theAmericas, New York, N.Y. 10019© 1964

College
Students

The Christian Science Monitor
One Norwoy St,, Button, Moss. 02115

Q 1 YEAR $12

•

6 mos. $6

D COLLEGE STUDENT
D FACULTY MEMBER
.
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Freeson's Run Brings A.L. Campus Chest Don't Miss the Finale
Intra-Mura I A ll-Star Victory
The American League (A.L.)
composed mainly of members of
the Alpha Chi Rho and Sigma
Nu squads defeated the National
League 6-0 in the first annual
All-star game last Wednesday.
After the offense stalled twice
inside the National's 5 yard line,
the American League scored on
a freak play. Late in the fourth
quarter the junior circuit was
forced to punt from their twenty.
Ed Landes, Sigma Nu, sent a
booming kick to Freshman Jim
Stuhlman, who misjudged the boot
in the rapidly approaching darkness. He fumbled the illusive pig-

Half-Way . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
these hurdles back to a more normal life within society.
Watkinson House will not admit
sexual offenders, narcotics addicts, or chronic alcoholics.
All will be working and will be
paying for their board and room.
All will have the assistance of a
trained psychiatric social worker
for re-habilitation.
Statistically, half-way houses
have been impressively successful. They have reduced the percentage of returning prisoners
from sixty to thirty percent.
Watkinson House, named for its
principal beneficiary, will house
up to fifteen parolees who have
been selected on their potential for
rehabilitation and their desire to
participate in the project. All of
them will realize the tremendous
bridge they must cross In returning to society; none of them will
come involuntarily.

skin, and it bounded into the arms
of Don Freeson, Alpha Chi Rho.
The American leaguer raced into
the end zone for the tally. The
conversion attempt by A Cr's
Eric Meyers failed.

INSIDE SHOTS...
(Continued from Page 12)
He was great against Coast
Guard; he was magnificent In the
Wesleyan game. It had been a
typical wildly exciting Trinity Wesleyan soccer game with many
near goals. After a while it had
become apparent that the team
which scored first would probably
garner the final laurels. Both clubs
had the horses, and both had the
desire, but Trinity had Ousman
Sallah, and that was the difference.

Chuck says
he paid 300 bucks
less for
his Coronet
than you did
for that turtle
of yours

You really
know
how to
hurt a guy

With seven minutes gone in the
fourth period, Ous took a pass
from wing Mark Josephson and
cut left. Like a broken-field runner on the gridiron, he shifted
speeds and direction and left his
defensive man falling- all over
himself. A perfect shot into the
right corner of the goal put Trinity
in command.

But Ous had saved the most exciting play for last. As he bounced the
ball off his chest and over the
shoulder of the onrushing goalie,
the latter could only slam into
Ous in frustration. Ous sustained
a painful injury just above his
mouth, but the damage he inflicted upon the Cardinal pride
was far greater.
For those of you who are wondering why such a prolific scorer
has been whiltng away the season
in the backfield, the answer is
simply that Ousman Sallah happens
Despite the fears and apprehen- also to be the best defensive player
sions of some Irving Street resi- on the team. Also, when he is
dents, experience shows that the moved up on the line in the late
half-way house will in no way im- stages of the game, it has a tendperil the neighborhood. In fact, a ency to upset the defensive pattern
criminal who commits a crime which has become set during the
even after a stay in a half-way course of the contest. If you don't
house, never commits a crime in believe me, ask Coast Guard and
the neighborhood of the house. Wesleyan.
While we are passing out plaudits,
As Mr. Cheyney points out, prisoners respect the project, because it would be a crime to overlook the
they know how many other men have outstanding performance turned in
failed to make the adjustment and by Trinity's Guardian of the Nets,
Bill Schweitzer. The junior goalie
have been returned to prison.
played his finest game of the
All the men participating in the season as he recorded his second
program want the project to work, shut out of the season. Several
and do not wish to hinder Its times the cat-quick netminder
work in any way.
made saves on half-screened shots
Economically, the half-way house that lesser goalies would not have
Is a sound investment. It costs snared,
$5000 a year to keep a man in Ted Hutton filled in for Dan
prison, it costs even more money Swander during a good part of the
to give his family welfare, to pay game, and the baby-faced sophofor courts and police, and to keep more proved that he is coming
up with the ever increasing crime into his own and will be a thorn
in the side of Trinity's opposition
rates.
Rehabilitation, therefore, saves over the next two years. He and
money by making sure that those the always-dependable duo of Ed
who are released from prison do Lazzarini and Sandy Evarts made
It tough for Wes throughout the
not go back.
contest.

"Chuck's a swinger," savs she. "His
Coronet is quick and clean, with a lean
and hungry look. It's equipped with a
426 cubic inch mill that will mock your
turtle at the strip or on the street. He's
got four-on-the-floor, buckets, belts,
carpets, console, spinners, and a padded
dash. And he said that everything but
the four-speed stick and the 426
was standard." Then she broke his back
by asking, "Didn't you pay extra for
some of that jazz?"
Don't let the truth hurt you.
Better see the all-new, hot new Oodge
Coronet before you buy a (cuckoo),
a (cuckoo-cuckoo), or even a
(cuckoo-cuckoo-cuckoo).

A Representative of the

MASTER OF ARTS IN
TEACHING PROGRAM
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
will be at Trinity on Tuesday morning,
November 24, to discuss career opportunities in secondary and elementary
education. Group meetings are scheduled for 10:30 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. in
the Senate Room. Make appointments
with the Placement Secretary.
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Trin Loses 35-12;
Compiles 1-7 Slate
by Mike Welnberg
The 64th gridiron meeting of
the Trinity Bantams and the Wesleyan Cardinals began as a frolicking free-for-all this Saturday,
but later degenerated into a dull
Wesleyan roar that engulfed the
Trinmen, 34-21.
Trinity, trying its best to salvage
what it could out of an already
dismal season, matched the quick,
aggressive play of the Wesmen
in the first half, but faltered as
the clock moved on.
Five touchdowns were scored in
the first 30 minutes , and with
any luck from father time, Trin
might have upped that count to
six and gotten an even split. Trailing 20-7 late in the second quarter,
the Bantams loaded their guns and
started shelling the Cardinal defense.
A 31-yard half-back pass from
Tom Sanders to Henry Hopkins
put the ball on Wesleyan's nine,
and on the next play Ronnie Smith
grabbed a bullet from Merril Yavinsky for the touchdown. Dee
Kolewe's extra-point was blocked,
and now the score stood 20-13.
Coach Dan Jessee elected to try
the "on-sides kick" with seconds
remaining, and Hopkins proved
it to be a wise decision by pouncing on the ball at the Wesleyan
44. Yavinsky then completed a
"bomb" to Hopkins, who was pulled
down on the one yard line as the
gun sounded.

ity touchdowns were five Wesleyan scores. The first of these
came when Tom Gulick intercepted a Rissell pass on the Wesleyan 33. Under the direction of
soph quarterback Howie Foster,
the Cardinals scored in seven
plays with Paul Stowe, another
sophomore, getting the first of
his three TD's on a one yard
plunge.
After Trin scored its first TD,
the Wesmen countered with a 62
yard march. Gulick ran the honors
on a seven yard sweep, and the
next Cardinal score came half
a quarter later when Warren
Thomas dashed to the six, and
Stowe followed four plays later
with a one yard plunge.
Wesleyan was contained in the
third quarter, but a pair of TD's
in the final period put the game
on ice. Foster used an assortment
of plays to overcome both the
Trinity defense and Wesleyan penalties (at one point the Red-andBlack had a second down and
30), as he moved the club 67
yards before Thomas scored the
touchdown.
A diving interception by Bill Dibble gave Wes the ball on the 31,
and
some "razzle-dazzle" (a
double reverse with a pass latched
on to the end of it) put the ball
on the nine, Stowe bucked the last
three yards, and Len Bergstein
ran the two point conversion, winding up the Cardinal scoring for the
afternoon.

WHAT, YOU AGAIN? That's the
in^l'c diamond
inal's
,4;=™«nrJ nemesis
namfi^c as
«<; he slide?
slides
the Bantam booters, has been as
lost only one game for the Trinity

question this Wes player seems to be saying to the Card"'not
"not in time." "Laz,'"
"Laz." who is one of the most underrated of
valuable on the soccer field as he was last spring when he
nine. (Leichtling photo.)

Bantam Booters Finish With 84 Mark
(Continued from Page 1)
outshot their opponents 19-15 - had
a close 4-2 victory.
The afternoon of Friday the thirteenth proved to be an unpleasant
one for the visiting Cardinals of
Wesleyan, who bowed 2-0 to a tenacious Bantam defense and the offensive prowess of Ousman Sallah.
Trinity dominated play in the first
quarter, taking seven shots to Wesleyan's two, and coming very close
on five. While the Bantams were
unable to score, goalie Schweitzer
and halfback Ed Lazzerini made
sure that the Cardinals kept out of
the scoring column, as each turned
in a key defensive play.
The Wesmen outshot the home
club 4-1 in the second period, but
"Schweitz" came through with
three fine stops, one of them a

As if stunned by this failure,
the Bantams were unable to mount
BEAT DARTMOUTH
a sustained attack until late in
the fourth quarter. Trin recovered
a fumble deep in Us own territory, and then Rich Rissell found
40 yards of daylight to put the
ball on the Wesleyan 23.
A 12-yard pass to Hopkins and
a 10-yard keeper by Rissell moved
the ball to the one, and then
by Dave Trachtenberg
Kolewe banged across for the six
points. Mike Curcio caught a YaSomeone in the administration done Tuesday morning. If the game
vinsky pass for the two point finally saw fit to let our editor- is played here, NCAA rules reconversion, and the Bantams had in-chief know, what's going on quire that an admission be charged,
their 21st point.
around here as, at 11:45 on Mon- and the host school must guaranTrinity's first score came mid- day morning the Tripod was in- tee $500 to the NCAA. Tentative
way through the opening period. formed that Trinity's soccer team plans call for tickets to be sold
' Tom Sanders electrified the crowd had received the number one bid by the Senate at one dollar each.
by going 53 yards around right from New England to the NCAA
Everyone of us on the Tripod
end in about the finest run Trin- national tournament.
staff. urge the student body to folity fans have seen all year. The
The Bantams will face Dartmouth low the example which has been
little halfback combined speed, Monday or Thursday of next week. set, and give the team the supagility, and sheer power to shake The Indians, who are presently port that it deserves. This is the
off one Wesleyan tackier after sporting a 7-2 record, wind up best soccer team to represent
another in moving the ball to the their
season Saturday against Trinity College since the undeten.
Pennsylvania, and can do no worse feated club of 1956. All season
Dave Ward and Kolewe put Trin than tie for the Ivy League crown long opposing teams have maron the three, and from there San- even if they lose their final en- veled at the large crowds which
it has drawn, especially the 600ders dashed untouched into the counter.
end-zone. The point after was good,
The Big Green's victories in- 700 fans who turned out to see
and at that time Trin had tied clude: Middlebury (3-2), Amherst Trin down highly-touted Wesleyan.
the score at seven all.
(2-1), Brown (2-1), Harvard (3-2),
None of these fans ever went
Interspersed between the Trin- Yale (1-0), Columbia (4-1), and away disappointed, as the booters
Cornell (4-3). They have lost to played an exciting, crowd-pleasing
Princeton (2-1), and to Williams brand of ball which caused adher(2-0).
ents to journey as far away as
Dartmouth boasts a balanoed Schenectedy, New York to watch
scoring attack which finds four their favorites perform.
players leading the scoring briThe Bantams played their best
gade with three goals each. They ball at the close of the season,
Trinity's frosh booters were ex- a r e : inside right, Tim Paige; cap- and cemented their right to be
tended by a previously so-so Wes- tain and inside left, Ron Knapp; classed with the nation's finest
leyan team before a strong second outside left, Grant Monahon; and soccer team's in the final regularhalf surge propelled the Bantams center forward, Bill Smoyer.
season contest against arch-rival
to a 2-0 victory Joe Cohen had
With some relief, we note that Wesleyan. The last two games
two goals for the winners.
the administration is giving the saw the re-emergence of Ousman
The game was a scoreless tie team their wholehearted support. Sallab as a fiercely potent offenuntil well into the final canto. The greatest fear in my mind, sive threat.
The name that's on the lips of
The Bantams broke the Ice with after the booters dumped Weseighteen minutes gone in the fourth leyan last Friday was not whether every sports fan on the Trinity
from the left side which had bounc- or not we would get a bid, but campus this week is "Ous".
ed off a defenseman and pumped the whether the administration would Trinity's favority "Snowflake"
ball into the lower right hand cor- allow the team to participate. How- stole the show, and with it Wesever, both the school and the Sen- leyan's chances for the Sampson
ner of the net.
ate are solidly in back of the soc- .Cup, symbolic of New England
Two minutes later, Cohen outran cer team's bid to cop the national soccer supremacy.
the tired Cardinal defense and crown.
Primarily a halfback - fullback
blasted his second goal into the
Ray Oosting, Trinity's athletic this year, Ous has been moved onchords.
director, spoke with his counter- to the line in the latter part of
The freshman soccer team thus part at Dartmouth yesterday to recent games, with spectacular
concluded their season with an im- try to ensure that the game be results. He buried Coast Guard's
pressive 5-1 mark. Their onjy played at Trinity. The refusal of upset hopes in just 27 seconds, as
loss came at the hands of a Strong the Dartmouth official to agree he scored two goals in the first of
UMass squad, while victories we re to Oosting's request necessitates tvro five-minute overtimes. They
registered at the expense of Salis- that the head of the NCAA com- were the Gambian-born senior's
bury School, Williams, Springfield, mittee flip a coin to decide the first goals of the campaign.
site of the game. This will be
Amherst, and Wesleyan.
(Continued on Page 11)

diving catch of a head ball. The
Bantams had three excellent scoring opportunities, but were unable
to take advantage of them.
The Bantams .surged back in the
third period, taking twelve shots
to their opponents' five. They came
close to scoring .on thirteen occasions, but could not manage to push
across the Initial tally.
The Cardinals, fighting to tally
first, came close six times in the
first seven minutes of the final
quarter, but were again thwarted
by defensive stalwarts Schweitzer, Lazzerini and Sandy Evarts.
At this point, a young gentleman
from Gambia decided that it was
time to show Wesleyan who was in
charge. Ousman Sallah had just
played two consecutive overtime
games and, not wishing to extend

this string, quickly scored two
goals to decide the issue.
At 7:12 of the fourth quarter,
"Ous," who had again moved up
to the front line, took a pass from
Josephson, faked his defender to
the right and dribbled to the left,
from where he rolled the ball
into the far corner of the cage
for what proved to be the winning
tally.
Ten minutes later, after good
defensive work preserved the Bantams' slim lead, Sallah caught, a
bouncing ball on his chest and
pushed it past the onrushing goalie
to give Trinity a 2-0 victory.
The Bantams, who outscored their
opponents 35-11, finished the regular season with an 8-1 record,
and will hold formal practice this
week in preparation for Dartmouth.

Inside Shots

Ftosh Booters
Edge Wesleyan

ALL AMERICAN CANDIDATE—Mike Burton, Wesleyan halfback, appears to be "blowing the ball down the field" as he
attempts to elude Trinity's Bob Solub. Despite these unusual
methods the Bantams were able to contain Burton and his Card-,
inal teammates, as they employed the conventional methods of
moving the ball and scoring to emerge with a 2-0 victory
(Leichtling photo)

Frosh Aerials Bomb Cadets;
End Season With 35-12 Win
Last Thursday in the final game
of the season, the Trinity frosh
football squad evened their record
at 2-2 with a 35-12 victory over
Coast Guard Academy.
In the first quarter Trin opened
the scoring on their second play
from scrimmage, when quarterback Tom Nary rifled a 40 yard
pass to Bob Heimgartner. Nary
successfully split the uprights.
Striking equally fast, the Academy
completed a fifty yard pass and
run play on their third play. The
attempt at the extra point was
wide.
The Bantams started a drive on
their 20 and marched to the opposition's 15. From here Bruce
Green galloped around left end for
the score. Nary's kick was blocked.
Trinity tallied once more in the
first period. They marched 39

yards in eight dive plays to the
one where Roberts bucked up the
middle for the score. Nary's kick
was wide.
After a scoreless second period,
Coast Guard completed another
long pass to the Trinity one where
their Q.B. dived over for the
score. The conversion failed.
In the fourth quarter, Coach McPhee's squad came to life again
scoring in 12 plays from their
21, with Heimgartner hitting paydirt from the 2. Nary's pass to
Steve Kelly was good for two
points.
With thirty seconds remaining,
Trinity's second quarterback, John
Thompson, threw a 40 yd. bomb
to halfback Joe McKeigue for the
score. Kim Miles rolled right
from the halfback slot and hit
Nary on the left side for 2 points.

